
PRIVATE DINING AND EVENTS



A GREEK TAVERNA FOR THE PEOPLE

Artemis & Apollo is a traditional Greek taverna that celebrates the 
inherent simplicity of Greek cooking in the spirit of the tavernas of old, 
where long, relaxed lunches shared with friends stretched into convivial, 
ouzo- fuelled evenings.

In contrast to its traditional values and the rich ancient history of the 
country, the modern interior of Artemis & Apollo provides a stylish 
backdrop for group gatherings and seated dinners in the twin dining 
rooms. 

The leafy garden, or ‘Kípos’ in Greek, offers an appealing alfresco option 
for private dining.

Dionysus is a curated menu of classic Athenian taverna fare, designed 
to be shared family-style and accompanied by a wine list celebrating 
forgotten wines from the motherland of viticulture. 

KIPOS 
Seated dinner for up to 10 guests 

APOLLO 
Seated dinner for up to 16 guests

ARTEMIS 
Seated dinner for up to 30 guests

EXCLUSIVE HIRE       
Seated dinner for up to 47 guests

ARTEMIS & APOLLO

Contact Us 
9 & 11 Moon Street, Wan Chai, Hong Kong 
+852 2818 8681  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
artemisandapollo.com  |  @artemisandapollohk



ASSOCIAZIONE CHIANTI

Contact Us 
15 Ship Street, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
+852 3619 3360 | events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
associazionechianti.com |   @associazionechianti

A SOULFUL TUSCAN TRATTORIA 

Heritage is not forgotten but transformed in our soulful Tuscan trattoria, 
with a focus on warm service, ingredient-focused classics and flowing 
wine. Honouring a Florentine tradition, we invite you in as family, to share 
our elevated cucina povera where simple dishes shine and nothing is 
wasted. 

Using bold patterns and rich colours juxtaposed with warm accents and a 
centrepiece window butchery, the Tuscan trattoria is transformed here in 
Hong Kong. This intimate and inviting space brings to life the traditional 
trattoria experience. 

With a focus on using the best ingredients of the region with simple 
preparation alongside noteworthy cuts of proteins, the menu brings the 
flavours of Tuscany to life in Hong Kong. A meal without a bottle of Chianti 
Riserva is considered a sin in Tuscan tradition and, true to its namesake, 
the wine list includes a wide selection of Chiantis. 

The Riserva Menu offers a curated taste of Tuscany from Executive Chef 
Josh Stumbaugh.  

EXCLUSIVE HIRE       
Seated dinner for up to 38 guests



BELON

Contact Us 
1-5 Elgin Street, SoHo, Hong Kong
+852 2152 2872 | events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
belonsoho.com |   @belonhk

A NEO-PARISIAN RESTAURANT 

BELON is a neo-Parisian restaurant rooted in French culinary techniques 
with a dedication to ingredient-driven cooking. BELON presents 
exquisitely-executed, classically-minded cuisine spotlighting the 
variety and depth of the region's best seasonal ingredients. The elegant 
atmosphere of the restaurant's elevated interiors invite guests to focus on 
each dish as they experience the true pearl of SoHo.

Chef Kirkley’s touch is appealingly light, resulting in a harmonious 
interplay of ingredients. He treats produce honestly, accentuating flavours 
rather than masking them, and honouring the complexity and nature 
of every ingredient. Designed by internationally acclaimed Joyce Wang 
Studio, the interiors were shaped to eternalise BELON’s spirited past with 
a tranquil spatial experience that exudes timelessness and sophistication. 
With its sculptural, serpentine aesthetic, curvaceous banquettes, deep 
tones and rich textures, guests are welcomed off the congested streets of 
Hong Kong and transported to Paris.

 
SEMI-PRIVATE DINING ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 12 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE       
Seated dinner for up to 30 guests



A HANDSOME ARGENTINIAN STEAKHOUSE 

Inspired by Argentina’s dynamic grilling culture and passion for the ‘sport 
of kings’, Buenos Aires Polo Club harkens to the elite members-only clubs 
of the early 20th century. 

Starring grass-fed General Pico Black Angus steaks grilled in the ‘asado’ 
tradition, our Banquet Menus display the best The Club has to offer, 
especially designed for groups to share. Four elegant private dining rooms 
offer sleek seclusion for celebrations and business gatherings, while the 
dedicated Lounge offers a home for late-night revelry. 

Enjoy an exclusive tasting from our Argentinian Wine Cellar; Buenos Aires 
Polo Club’s Wine Tasting Classes are directed by our expert Sommeliers 
offering an engaging and interactive experience that introduces guests to 
the wine culture of Argentina.

 
CELLAR ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 6 guests   

THE CABINET ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 12 guests

MIRROR ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 40 guests

EXCLUSIVE HIRE 
Seated dinner for up to 120 guests

BUENOS AIRES POLO CLUB

Contact Us 
7/F, LKF Tower, 33 Wyndham St, Central, Hong Kong 
+852 2321 8681  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
bapoloclub.com  |  @buenosairespoloclub



BURGER CIRCUS

Contact Us 
22 Hollywood Rd, Central, Hong Kong 
+852 2878 7787  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
burgercircus.com.hk  |  @burgercircushk 

AN ALL-AMERICAN DINER

Burger Circus brings the convivial spirit of classic American 
neighbourhood diners to SoHo. The train carriage-themed dining room, 
with its playful design details, pays tribute to the late-19th century diners 
operated out of abandoned railway carriages. 

The versatile space with several booths and its vintage bar counter and 
stools can be adapted for children’s birthday parties, corporate events  
or late-night drinks. 

The Kids Party menu features a selection of burgers, sides and 
milkshakes and can be tailored for any occasion.

EXCLUSIVE HIRE  
Available 3-5pm for up to 30 guests



CARBONE

Contact Us 
9/F, LKF Tower, 33 Wyndham St, Central, Hong Kong 
+852 2593 2593  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
carbone.com.hk 

A MID-CENTURY NEW YORK-ITALIAN RESTAURANT 

With the utmost elegance and charisma, Carbone revives the culture and 
charm of mid-century New York, a time where opulence ruled and excess 
was the norm. 

Generous portions of decadent dishes are served family-style from the 
Banquet Menus, spotlighting an intricate array of signatures and crowd-
pleasers, so diners can enjoy the full Carbone experience. 

The twin private dining rooms at Carbone can be reserved individually 
or combined and offer a secluded hideaway for all kinds of festive 
gatherings. Guests are transported back to a time when impeccable 
service was delivered with a cheeky grin and Sinatra ruled the stereo.

 
BACK ROOM OR BRICK ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 20 guests 

BACK ROOM AND BRICK ROOM (COMBINED)     
Seated dinner for up to 40 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner for up to 120 guests  
Standing reception for up to 200 guests 



CHÔM CHÔM

Contact Us 
58 Peel St, SoHo, Hong Kong 
+852 2810 0850  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
chomchom.hk  |  @chomchomhk

A HANOI BIA HOI BAR AND KITCHEN

Chôm Chôm, with its open kitchen and iconic stoop, brings Vietnam’s 
lively bia hoi tradition of sipping fresh beer on busy street corners to Peel 
Street in Hong Kong’s vibrant SoHo district. The menu of snacks and 
sharing dishes, inspired by classic Hanoi street foods, is made to pair with 
the bar’s selection of cocktails and Vietnamese beers. 

Outside on the raised stoop, plastic stools serve as chairs and tables true 
to the bia hoi tradition, ideal for lively outdoor celebrations. Guests can 
enjoy the urban sounds, exceptional food and buzzing energy well into the 
night. 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE 
Seated dinner for 30 guests



CROWN SUPER DELUXE

Contact Us 
Mezzanine, LKF Tower, 33 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong
+852 2111 8434 | events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
crownsuperdeluxe.com |   @crownsuperdeluxe

A LAVISH TEPPANYAKI AFFAIR 

Crown Super Deluxe melds the refinement and luxury of a Kobe 
teppanyaki with a dash of Rocky Aoki’s American dream. A trip back 
in time, the space features an opulent dining room showcasing three 
teppans surrounded by luxurious fabrics and rich hues. Afterwards, 
guests can dine on retro French patisseries, tucked away in a secluded 
lounge boasting a wide selection of signature Japanese whiskies and 
American bourbons. 

The best way to experience teppanyaki is with a curated menu, from 
which there are three to choose: Crown, Super and Deluxe. Expect all the 
teppanyaki classics, with a focus on beef, showcasing the best grain-fed 
steaks from Australian Wagyu and USDA Prime to a rotating premium 
selection from small Japanese farmers specialising in well-marbled 
cuts of beef. 

With two private dining rooms, set the stage to your very own show with 
dedicated teppans and intimate spaces, perfect for all occasions. 

THE ROCKY ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 17 guests

THE GENESIS ROOM    
Seated dinner for up to 7 guests 



FUKURO

Contact Us 
1-5 Elgin St, SoHo, Hong Kong
+852 2810 0860  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
fukuro.com.hk  |  @fukurohk

A SPIRITED IZAKAYA 

Fukuro stays true to the spirit of the Japanese izakaya. A hangout for 
SoHo’s night owls, it is an interpretation of the boisterous Tokyo watering 
holes where work-weary, suited salarymen go to eat, drink and let loose. 

The wood-panelled basement dining room provides the feeling of a lock-in 
for gatherings. Perch atop stools along the counter-top bar watching the 
chefs at work or settle into one of the comfortable booths for drinks and 
light bites that run well into the night. 

Dine in style as a larger group with our Omakase Menu featuring an array 
of Japanese snacks, sharing dishes and specialities, as whisky highballs, 
Japanese draught beer and plenty of sake provide the fuel for nights of 
raucous revelry.

 
IZAKAYA 
Seated dinner for up to 12 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner for up to 40 guests 



GRAND MAJESTIC SICHUAN

Contact Us 
Shop 301, Alexandra House, 18 Chater Road,  Central, Hong Kong 
+852 2151 1299  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
https://grandmajesticsichuan.com  |  @grandmajesticsichuan

A GLAMOROUS AND FIERY FEVER DREAM OF A SICHUAN RESTAURANT

Set in the prestigious Alexandra House, Grand Majestic Sichuan is a 
glamorous escape, where polished waiters perform punctilious tableside 
moves, the clink of Champagne glasses chimes through the air, and a 
jubilant energy courses through the dining room, temporarily suspended 
in fantasy under the glow of chandeliers. 

The theatre of the space sets the scene for a fascinating journey into the 
flame-fired depths of Sichuan cookery, one of the most comprehensive 
and nuanced of all the regional Chinese cooking traditions.

EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner for up to 138 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE OF THE TERRACE    
48 guests

PRIVATE DINING ROOM    
Seated dinner for up to 8 guests

SEMI PRIVATE AREA    
Seated dinner for up to 10 guests



HO LEE FOOK

Contact Us 
1-5 Elgin St, SoHo, Hong Kong
+852 2810 0860  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
holeefook.tumblr.com  |  @holeefookhk

A FUNKY CHINESE KITCHEN

Ho Lee Fook, which roughly translates as ‘good fortune for your mouth’, is 
a funky Chinese kitchen inspired by old-school Hong Kong dai pai dongs 
and cha chaan tengs and the spirit of late-night Chinatown hangouts in 
1960s New York. 

The Banquet Menus lay out the inventive offering and are accompanied by 
free-flow drinks programmes, presenting the Ho Lee Fook experience as 
it is meant to be enjoyed. 

A SoHo icon, Ho Lee Fook is a notoriously lively venue, ideal for family, 
social and corporate gatherings with character. 

DINING ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 20 guests

EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner for up to 60 guests 



HOTAL COLOMBO

Contact Us
31 Elgin Street, SoHo
+852 2488 8863  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
hotalcolombo.com  |  @hotalcolombohk

AN EVERYDAY SRI LANKAN CANTEEN 

Hotal Colombo celebrates the vibrant food and culture of Sri Lanka. A 
sunny soundtrack of Baila tunes, coupled with a cheerful welcome from 
servers wearing bright tropical shirts whisks diners from lively Elgin 
Street to a relaxing holiday on the island’s Hikkaduwa Beach. 

A gathering place to kick back and unwind, the everyday canteen is 
inspired by the egalitarian eateries that spill onto the streets all over 
Colombo. These are often called hotels, or hotals (the phonetic spelling of 
the local pronunciation), despite not offering any rooms for boarding. The 
vast majority of guests will never stay at what most of us define as a hotel, 
but at the hotals, everyone is welcome.

 
EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner for up to 30 guests 



A PARISIAN ENTRECÔTE STEAKHOUSE

La Vache! honours the tradition of Parisian entrecôte steakhouses with a 
forward-thinking approach to the classic offering. With locations in Hong 
Kong’s SoHo neighbourhood, Hart Avenue in Tsim Sha Tsui and Pacific 
Place in Admiralty, the lively brasserie serves a simple steak frites menu 
elevated with top-quality ingredients and flawless execution. 

A spirit of familial generosity, summed up best with the phrase: ‘you’re 
too thin, have some more’, make La Vache! an excellent choice for group 
celebrations, with family, friends or workmates. 

LA VACHE! SOHO  
Seated dinner for up to 30 guests 
EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner for up to 70 guests 

LA VACHE! TST 
Seated dinner for up to 30 guests 
EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner for up to 80 guests 

LA VACHE! PP 
Seated dinner for up to 30 guests 
EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner for up to 130 guests 

LA VACHE!

Shop 007 LG1, 88 Queensway, 
Pacific Place, Admiralty, Hong Kong 
+852 2801 6122
events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
lavache.com.hk  |  @lavachehk 

Contact Us 
48 Peel St, SoHo, Hong Kong
+852 2880 0248  
events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
lavache.com.hk  |  @lavachehk 

12 Hart Avenue, Tsim Sha Tsui, HK
+852 2666 6818
events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
lavache.com.hk  |  @lavachehk



LE GARÇON SAIGON

Contact Us 
12-14 Wing Fung St, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
+852 2455 2499  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
legarconsaigon.com  |  @legarconsaigon

A SAIGONESE GRILLHOUSE 

Le Garçon Saigon celebrates the vibrancy and freshness of southern 
Vietnamese cuisine in a bright and welcoming space that evokes the 
sophistication of a chic mid-century Parisian brasserie. 

Designed for groups to share, the Délices de Saigon menu highlights 
signature dishes and popular favourites, giving an opportunity for large 
groups to sample the best of the offering and an excellent option for 
year-round celebrations. To complete the experience, wine flights can be 
curated. 

With two bright, airy dining rooms, Le Garçon Saigon offers a versatile 
space suitable for a range of occasions, from alfresco drinks and standing 
cocktails to seated dinners and private events.

EXCLUSIVE HIRE    
Seated dinner up to 40 guests 



MAISON LIBANAISE

Contact Us 
10 Shelley St, SoHo, Hong Kong 
+852 2111 2284  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
maisonlibanaise.com.hk  |  @maisonlibanaise 

ALL DAY LEBANESE CANTEEN 

Maison Libanaise transports guests back to the cultural renaissance of 
1960s Beirut, known as the ‘Paris of the Middle East’. A charming three-
storey building, the unique vertical space is a bold expression of the time’s 
lively food culture and convivial dining style. 

Celebrations come alive on our rooftop oasis La Buvette, a bright private 
space in bustling SoHo. Enjoy alfresco afternoons or evening feasts with 
our Banquet Menus, offering traditional Lebanese mezze dishes and 
traditional mains, designed for sharing. 

For larger cocktail events, an afternoon of celebration smoothly 
transitions into evening on La Buvette, lit by strings of twinkling festoon 
bulbs, where guests can enjoy free-flow drinks and mezze bites. 

LA BUVETTE 
Seated dinner for up to 30 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE (SPLIT ACROSS TWO FLOORS)    
Seated dinner for up to 45 guests 



A NEIGHBOURHOOD NEAPOLITAN PIZZERIA 

Motorino uses the best available ingredients to offer an approachable 
menu of antipasti, Neapolitan pizzas and Italian desserts. Pies are baked 
in a custom-built Stefano Ferrara oven for the characteristic charred 
crust and range from simple classics to more inventive options using 
local ingredients. Motorino has two locations: one off the escalator in the 
heart of SoHo and another on Ship Street in Wan Chai. 

The neighbourhood favourite offers two versatile spaces for celebrations. 
A choice of two Banquet Menus featuring signature pizze and a selection 
of antipasti are designed for groups to share and can be paired with free-
flow drinks. 

SOHO 
Seated event for up to 20 guests

WAN CHAI    
Seated event up to 30 guests

EXCLUSIVE HIRE 
Seated dinner for up to 40 guests

MOTORINO 

Contact Us 
14 Shelley St, SoHo, Hong Kong
+852 2801 6881  
events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
motorino.com.hk  |  @motorinohk 

15 Ship St, Wan Chai, Hong Kong 
+852 2520 0690
events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
motorino.com.hk  |  @motorinohk



NEW PUNJAB CLUB

Contact Us 
34 Wyndham St, Central, Hong Kong
+852 2368 1223  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
newpunjabclub.com  |  @newpunjabclub 

A BOISTEROUS PUNJABI TANDOOR GRILLHOUSE

New Punjab Club harkens to the liberated era of post-Colonial Pakistan 
and India. The boisterous tandoor grillhouse salutes to the era’s regal yet 
flamboyant attitude and brings the historic cuisine to a sophisticated setting. 

The cooking is centred around two tandoor ovens, in which the highest quality 
meats, spiced with an expert touch, are charred to perfection and freshly 
made naans are slapped onto the interior walls. The Club Menus focus on 
traditional, hearty Punjabi cuisine and showcase the full range of signature 
dishes and Club favourites. All dishes are best enjoyed family-style. 

An evening starts with a classic G&T from the Gin Trolley before progressing 
to the carefully curated wine list and ending with a Patalia Peg, the region’s 
exuberant nightcap. Gather with friends or colleagues for intimate suppers 
and late-night dinners with a Punjabi party atmosphere. 

DINING ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 10 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE     
Seated dinner for up to 30 guests 



OSTERIA MARZIA

Contact Us 
41 Fleming Rd, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
+852 3607 2253  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
osteriamarzia.com.hk  |  @osteriamarzia

REFINED COASTAL ITALIAN FARE

Osteria Marzia is inspired by the colourful and diverse cuisine of Italy’s seaside 
regions. The menu showcases the freshest seafood, treated simply with 
respect and cooked with skill and attention-to-detail. 

The bright, lofty dining room, with its nautical design details reminiscent of a 
sunny maritime holiday in Italy, offers an alternative celebration venue, ideal 
for those who wish for a seasonal escape. The bar, with a view of the open 
kitchen, is a perfect spot for cocktails before dinner in the elegant dining room 
with its soaring ceilings and full-length windows. 

DINING ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 14 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE     
Seated dinner for up to 40 guests



RAJASTHAN RIFLES

Contact Us 
G/F, Shop G01, The Peak Galleria, The Peak, Hong Kong
+852 2388 8874  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
rajasthanrifles.com  |  @rajasthanrifles

AN ANGLO-INDIAN MESS HALL 

In the 1920s, the British Indian Army stationed in the subcontinent started 
accepting Officers of Indian heritage and the cuisines of the two cultures came 
together in a surprisingly harmonious and lasting manner. 

Just as chutney has found itself into basically every cheese sandwich and 
curry has become one of the national foods in Britain, in South Asia, club 
sandwiches, chicken chops, tea with milk and a love for whisky and gin, have 
all taken root in much of the region. 

Situated on The Peak, Rajasthan Rifles boasts one of the most spectacular 
views of Hong Kong, with an all-day dining menu and well-crafted drinks.

DINING ROOM 
Seated dinner for up to 20 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE     
Seated dinner for up to 50 guests  
Standing event up to 80 guests



STAZIONE NOVELLA

Contact Us 
52-56 Staunton St, SoHo, Hong Kong 
+852 2559 0559  |  events@blacksheeprestaurants.com 
stazionenovella.com  |  @stazionenovella 

A BUZZING FLORENTINE WINE BAR 

Stazione Novella is a stylish Italian wine bar inspired by the boltholes 
surrounding Florence’s main terminus which offers a respite from the SoHo 
bustle. The open frontage and welcoming atmosphere lends the space to 
cocktail events and casual gatherings with colleagues, family or friends. 

The impressive yet approachable wine list celebrates all things Italian and is 
complemented by classic drinks including the refreshing Aperol Spritz and 
pint of Peroni, both available on tap. Groups can enjoy drinks and nibbles with 
an array of free-flow drinks packages all paired with simple Italian bar bites in 
our famous aperitivo made with the country’s finest ingredients.

BAR 
Aperitivo for up to 30 guests

EXCLUSIVE HIRE     
Standing reception for up to 30 guests



TAQUERIA SUPER MACHO

Contact Us 
33-35 Bridges Street, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong
+852 2333 0111 | events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
taqueriasupermacho.com |   @taqueriasupermacho

A NO-FUSS, BAJA-INSPIRED TAQUERIA 

Taqueria Super Macho is an unfussy, après-surf taco bar. Don your party 
hat but do not bother shaking the sand off your sandals before you go in. 
Expect a simple, pared-down aesthetic inspired by the roadside taquerias 
and whimsical eateries that litter the streets of Puerto Vallarta and Cabo 
San Lucas. With a menu of flavourful dishes inspired by the Baja and Jalisco 
region, expect vibrant tacos, house-made tortilla chips and guacamole and a 
variety of special salsas made daily.

Communal tables invite you to kick back to the traditional Cumbia tunes, a 
fruity libation in-hand and relax with other sun-kissed amigos.  Enjoy our 
private room downstairs, where we welcome big groups and lively celebrations 
that may or may not go late into the night. 

DOWNSTAIRS 
Seated dinner for up to 14 guests 
Private seated dinner for up to 20 guests  
Private standing event for up to 25 guests 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE     
Seated dinner for up to 60 guests  
Standing event for up to 70 guests 



THE LAST RESORT

Contact Us 
52B Peel Street, Central, Hong Kong
+852 2442 2440 | events@blacksheeprestaurants.com
thelastresort.com |   @thelastresorthk

A NO-FRILLS, FRIED CHICKEN DIVE BAR 

The Last Resort is a neighbourhood dive bar, offering a safe haven for the 
world-weary to rest their heads and refuel at the end of a long day. This 
no-frills watering hole with cold drinks and hot chicken, is reminiscent of 
carefree college days inspired by the type of gritty, no-nonsense dive bars 
characteristic of rural small-town drinking, cheap and cheery roadside pit 
stops, and informal back alley pubs.

The nostalgic menu features simple, good-time libations executed with a lot 
of care alongside hot fried chicken and a selection of sides from Chef Jowett 
Yu. His perfected recipe for fried chicken uses Three-Yellow Chicken from 
the New Territories and features a blend of 12 different spices and chillies, 
delivering shatteringly crisp skin and juicy, tender with depth of flavour. 

EXCLUSIVE HIRE 
Standing reception for up to 30 guests


